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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0147502A1] 1. Roof, particularly as an assembly-set, with at least one moveable roof-part (4), consisting of two parallel metallic
longitudinal girders (2, 3) having a rectangular cross-section, of at least one metallic inner frame (6) with inserted plates (7) covering at maximum
approximately half the roof-area and being moveable between the longitudinal girders (2, 3) via rollers (15) on opposite guide-rails (12, 19), as
well as of a supporting structure comprising the remaining roof-area having also inserted plates (10), wherein the one guide-rail (12) is L-shaped
and attached to the vertical inner wall-surface (2a) of one of the longitudinal girders (2, 3), wherein the at least one inner frame (6) is mounted
upon carriage-brackets (14, 18) having rollers (15), and wherein a U-shaped drainage channel (33) is attached to one of the longitudinal girders
(3), comprising the features : a) the longitudinal girders (2, 3) are mounted on different levels, b) the one, L-shaped guide rail (12) is attached to
the upper longitudinal girder (2), c) the U-shaped drainage channel (33, 49) is attached in a parallel manner to the lower longitudinal girder (3), d)
supporting bridges (23, 53) are inserted into the drainage channel (33, 49) in a linked manner and with distances in between, e) at least one guide-
rail (19) for the at least one moveable roof-part (4) and a supporting structure (63) for the remaining roof-structure are attached to the supporting
bridges (23, 53) and optionally to the drainage channel (33, 49).
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